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Dear Professor McCarthy

re: Manuscript 7311936332793889 "Admixture Mapping of End Stage Kidney Disease Genetic Susceptibility Using Estimated Mutual Information Ancestry Informative Markers."

We were most pleased to receive the recent note, indicating that our manuscript had been accepted in principle, pending attention and response to the additional details requested. We have now revised the manuscript according to the specific requests as follows:

Abstract: The Abstract has been reformatted as requested with Background, Methods, Results, and Conclusions statements according to the guidelines noted.

Competing interests: As requested we have added a statement between the Conclusions and Authors' Contributions sections as follows: 'The authors declare that they have no competing interests'.

We have reviewed carefully and adhered to the formatting and uploading guidelines as requested.

Thank you once again for your thoughtful review and acceptance of our manuscript and for the opportunity to publish in BMC Medical Genomics.

Most sincerely
Karl Skorecki
on behalf of the authors